Dover and
Fort Burgoyne

Dover :
The gateway to and from England .

as
a
giant
Built in the
,

1860s, Fort Burgoyne
(a Scheduled Ancient
Monument)was
constructed as a
strategically positioned
defensive installation ,

designed to
protect

A day of Folklore and
Craft at Fort Burgoyne
Exploring a mythical past to
create an imaginary future

The old name of Great Britain ,
Albion, may have come from the
White Cliffs (alba means white in
Gaelic and the Latin is albania) .
Albion was a character in
William Blake’s poems ,
Milton and Jerusalem
— personified

A place where
dreams begin
.

Dover Castle from
inland attack .
Although never used
as initially intended ,
it has provided a variety
of uses for the military up
until the 1980s and is an
important example of
its building type .
In addition, the Fort has
retained many interesting
architectural features and
objects relating to its past .
Ownership of the Fort
was transferred to the
charity the Land Trust in
2014, who maintain and
conserve the site .

WAKING
THE GIANT
Poly-Olbion — an illustrated poem from the
seventeenth century by Michael Drayton,
featured giants of various places in the
British Isles but on the map there is no giant
in Dover. Also around this time, there was
a tradition in French and English towns
of building a giant to represent their area,
used as part of a parade on important
occasions. During the Reformation, these
giants were destroyed but the tradition
was revived in East Kent a few years
ago (Ashford, Margate and Canterbury
have one) but there is still no giant to
represent Dover…
Albion Incorporated have been
commissioned to map out the future use of
Fort Burgoyne as part of Pioneering Places
East Kent:
Pioneering Places is part of the national
Great Place Scheme, an ambitious project that
will make East Kent an even better place to live,
work and visit by exploring heritage, developing civic
pride and connecting artists and communities. Four
projects in Canterbury, Dover, Folkestone and
Ramsgate are being led by cultural organisations
to encourage local people to get involved and shape
the place where they live. Supported through Arts
Council England and the National Lottery Heritage
Fund, with Historic England and Artswork,
the South East Bridge.
The Fort is being reimagined
as a starting point for the regeneration
of the locality — providing a space for
local craftspeople, artisan food producers
and culture with the repurposing of the
Fort’s casemates as workshops, shops and
a gallery/museum for the people of Dover
and beyond.
The theme of Waking the Giant
not only refers to the structure of a pageant
giant discovered on site but also to the
aspirations of Fort Burgoyne and Dover:
Waking the Giant of craft and creativity
that is thriving in the area.
www.albionincorporated.com
www.culturalplacemaking.com

Throughout the space, you
will discover creative projects
inspired by Fort Burgoyne:

Fort Burgoyne Open Day
29 February 2020
11am—5pm

MATTHEW ROWE

BLACKSMITHING
The patron saint of smithing is St.Clement.
St. Clement’s Day celebrations are held on
November 23rd beginning with a ritual ‘firing
of the anvil’, where gunpowder is placed on
an anvil hit by a blacksmith to create a mass
of sparks, followed by a rowdy procession
led by the smith’s apprentice…
At Fort Burgoyne, Kent-based
blacksmith Michael Hart will demonstrate
the ancient craft of blacksmithing, forging
and handwork pieces on-site.
www.michaelhartblacksmith.co.uk

MUSEUM
OF BRITISH CERAMICS
FOLKLORE A common superstition held by potters is
Folklore is all around us: a living, changing
culture linked to the seasons and a sense of
place. Crafts have many stories, people and
superstitions associated with them.
At Fort Burgoyne, the Museum of
British Folklore will lead you on a journey
around the lore and craft of Britain, with
local craftspeople and designers offering a
chance to develop new skills.
All items made can be donated to
the Museum of British Folklore collection
to inspire the making of the Dover giant, or
taken home on the day.
www.museumofbritishfolklore.com

WEAVING/
KNITTING
Dating back to the classic myth of Arachne
and commonly appearing in fairy tales such
as Rumpelstiltskin and Sleeping Beauty,
the figure of the female spinner/weaver
derives from the patron saint of weavers, St.
Catherine: the young Christian martyred
during the reign of Emperor Maxentius
(306-312 AD).
In contrast, the patron saint of
knitting, St. Onuphrius is a wild man figure,
a hermit living in the Egyptian desert
associated with knitting because of his
abundant hair. St. Blaise is also a saint of
knitting due to the macabre nature of his
martyrdom: killed by a woolcomb.
In folktales, the activity of
knitting can be found in ‘fairy knots’ – knots
in horses’ manes, believed to be made by
supernatural beings in the night.
At Fort Burgoyne, Robert George
Sanders and Harry Evans have crafted their
own magic: imagining the giant’s costume
and hosting a hands-on workshop to create
your own ‘fairy knots’ to make a doll and hair
for the Dover Giant.
Katherine Woodward has been
working in basketry and weaving for over
twenty years and will be displaying her
skills on the day with the opportunity for
visitors to make a willow ornament and
start shaping the Dover Giant’s body with
withy (willow) sticks.
Corn Dolly making is an
endangered rural craft at the risk of
extinction. Find out more about this
ancient tradition with the Wheat Weaver,
Carol Partridge, and some of the stories
behind the 'dollies', and have a go at making
your own simple favour to take home.
www.robertgeorgesanders.co.uk
www.wanstonecourt.com
www.thewheatweaver.co.uk

the ‘god of the kiln’: a small ceramic figure
is made and placed on top of the kiln to
‘watch over’ the firing process, to ensure it
goes well. As the process of firing can be
unpredictable, they will often say a little
prayer to the ‘god’ or give the kiln a hug
before lighting it!
At Fort Burgoyne you can use a
potter’s wheel or make a figure inspired by
the Dover giant with Ceramic Art Dover.
There will also be live demonstrations by
TV’s Keith Brymer-Jones.
Ceramic Art Dover will also
present a display of raku firing: an ancient
ceramic-firing method featuring sparks,
smoke and sounds (echoing the cannons
originally intended for Fort Burgoyne),
taking placeoutside throughout the day.
Instagram: @ceramicartdover
www.keithbrymerjones.com

During his year as Artist in Residence at
Fort Burgoyne, as part of Pioneering Places
Year of Engagement, Matt Rowe has
developed a series of still and moving
images that echo the atmosphere of the site.
He has investigated aspects of the fort’s
heritage by considering not only its role
as a site of civil defence and military reenactment, but also its associated folklore,
rituals and synergy with the natural world.
Alongside his photographic
response, he has constructed a selection
of   ‘ghillie suits’, inspired by the Surrealist
painter, Roland Penrose and his work on
camouflage in WWII. Rowe’s ghillie suits
absorb the signs, symbols and graffiti at
Fort Burgoyne into a wearable topography
– where military history meets surreal art,
handicrafts and folkloric ritual and will be
on display at the event.
The resulting film cycle ‘Fortopia’
will also be screened during Waking the
Giant, with a musical soundtrack created
on site by The Montrose Composers Club.
www.mattroweportfolio.co.uk
www.montrosecomposersclub.com

www.wakingthegiant.co.uk

FOLKESTONE FOUNDRY
COLLEGE MAKER’S MARKET
Working with Matt Rowe, the Creative
Computing students from East Kent
College have produced a Minecraft Fort
Burgoyne and also devised an exciting and
interactive VR escape room experience.
This prototype will be available for visitors
to test on the day.
www.ekcgroup.ac.uk

Created by Dover based Future Foundry,
the market supplies free stalls and ‘streetbased’ business and entrepreneurial
training to support young makers, giving
them a chance to showcase their creative
skills, socialise and exchange new ideas.
At Fort Burgoyne Open Day, you will be
able to treat yourself to unique jewellery,
clothes and gifts, all made locally.
www.futurefoundry.org.uk

CENTRAL
ST.MARTINS FOOD&DRINK
Albion Incorporated connected with the
Narrative Environments MA course at
Central St. Martins (UAL) creating a live
brief for students to outline possible future
uses for the site. Using the theme of folklore,
with material supplied by the Museum
of British Folklore, the students created a
presentation telling the story of this historic
hidden gem and including a speciallycommissioned poem inspired by the past
and future of Dover. The presentation will
be on display throughout the day.
https://bit.ly/2TV2seD

Nourishing fare on the day: The White
Cliffs Hotel at St. Margaret’s, just uphill
from Fort Burgoyne, will provide hot spiced
pies and cinnamon apple buns direct from
their kitchen and local artisan coffee
suppliers, Real Deal Roasters, will supply
tea, coffee and soft drinks to sustain.
Apples appear in many myths and
legends from Adam and Eve, to Snow White and
have been grown in Kent since Roman times. A map
of Canterbury from 1165 shows a ‘pomarium’
(orchard) on the site of Christchurch Abbey and
widespread cultivation began during the reign of
Henry VIII. Apple orchards still dot the county and
supply apples to England and beyond. Varieties
include the ‘Kent apple’ and ‘Beauty of Kent’,
paying homage to their origins.
www.thewhitecliffs.com
www.realdealroasters.co.uk

YOUR THOUGHTS
We need your feedback to help with
funding and to ensure an exciting future
for Fort Burgoyne! You can give us your
thoughts during the day and fill in an
online survey here:
https://tinyurl.com/
wakingthegiantfeedback  

Fort Burgoyne
Guston Rd
Dover
CT15 5LP

